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We’ll Meet Again
Mention of green shoots are usually in astriction with the Spring, but this year any
vestiges are attached to the Summer months, and even though we had to miss our regular
Spring Bank Holiday Monday appointment at Chilton last week, there is every chance
that our August Bank Holiday visit can take place so long as the R rate
doesn't put a spike in things.

Back in the Day - Saturday 31 May 2008 - Morning Outing to
Kirtlington and Tackley
Methods rung:Stedman, Single Oxford and Grandsire Triples at
Kirtlington, then Cambridge, St Clements and Little Bob at Tackley.
It is 20 years since our first morning outing to Kirtlington and without a
doubt numerous ringers from well beyond Marston have benefited greatly
in their eight bell ringing from time spent on the ropes here since 2000.
This particular morning yielded perceptible progression across half a
dozen methods between the two towers, plus we had an inquisitive cat
watching us gather for the group photo at Kirtlington. It should also be
noted that Tackley has also proved an equal boon to our ringing practices
and quarter peals since the late 1990s.

Hugh’s
Photos Any
Requests?
We thought this was
cool and worth a
mention – Donna &
Richard
May 16th - Liverpool
Cathedral was lit up
by a projection of
colours, symbolising
hope, solidarity and
community to mark
what would have
been the city’s 11th
LightNight.
https://www.liverpo
olcathedral.org.uk/4
3/section.aspx/37/liv
erpool_cathedral_wa
s_lit_

Hugh has spent much of his
spare time since March on
trying to extensively
agglomerate the archive of
photos of Outing locations
and some ringing related
social events since the
1990s.
If there is a particular
event that you would like
us to revisit in Back in the
Day please feel free to
email Hugh.

